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 The critical first step to strategically price your services! 
How to separate fees from time so your services aren’t viewed as an expense. 
Required steps to increase your rates. 
The blueprint to stand out from the competition. 
#1 strategy which positions you as the expert. 

Congratulations! For your desire to increase your revenue without working
additional hours! 

 
Our community of accounting professionals and bookkeepers are on a mission to
make a difference. They’re not willing to settle for mediocrity, let someone else
determine what’s best for their business or compromise their values any longer.
 
Here’s the best way to dive into this book. Print it out, turn off all text and email 
distractions and then inform your team you don’t want any interruptions for the
next 30 minutes. Growth minded accounting professionals set aside the time to
work ON their business, instead of only IN their business. Calendar time for this
advanced strategic move. 

Here’s what you’ll gain from this book: 

As a sports psychologist turned price and profit coach, I understand why some 
accounting professionals and bookkeepers earn more than the industry average.

My work with athletes and accounting professionals has revealed that there are
more similarities than differences when you’re intentional. Strategy and tactics only
take you so far. A no-excuses mindset is critical, especially as you raise your rates. 

Your winning formula combines strategy, action and mindset. 
I realize developing a highly profitable accounting firm, without sacrificing other
areas of your life, is not for everyone. People resist change. 
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Postponing action because no one else is doing it this way and you don’t want 
 to be questioned, criticized or confronted; 

You fear losing clients if you raise your prices; 

You cave into objections and avoid pushback; 

Negotiating on price, and not charging for additional requests, so you end up
working more without compensation. 

The person you are today cannot be the same person who eventually claims
success. You grow along with your firm. Yes, you’ll challenge your current limits.
Doing so removes constraints and bottlenecks. 

Pressure, however, sidetracks your focus. Which of these are familiar to you?
 

I know how to help you build a highly profitable firm. There’s nothing cookie cutter 
about separating your fees from time. We’re each wired a little differently. Your path
will differ from the next person. You’re not alone. Most growth minded accounting
professionals and bookkeepers experience these concerns. 

Fast track your success! 

High achievers share a common challenge: It’s easier to help others than to ask for
help. When you release the desire to do it all yourself, the business hurdles and
challenges start to crumble. By the way, I’ve had to work through my control issues
too. I was the bottleneck to my success. 

Of course, it’s easier to remain within our comfort zone, only doing the sure thing. 

The Value Formula 
Strategy + Actions + X = Income Growth 
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Strategy. The big picture offers you a bird’s-eye view. 
Actions. These include specific needle-moving activities. 
The “X” factor. This influences how quickly you implement. 

Shifting from dollars per hour to value based pricing was a learning curve for Jodie,
an enrolled tax agent. Although Jodie charged an hourly rate, she rarely charged for
extras. She didn’t want her clients to feel she was nickel and diming them. 

Jodie admits she doesn’t regularly send out client invoices. She sometimes gets two
or three months behind with her billing. I shared about a pricing system which
eliminates time tracking and invoices. She mentally calculated the hours, and
frustration, she would save. 

During our work together Jodie discovered how to clearly communicate her value.
Full cycle bookkeeping, tax planning and payroll services aren’t why her clients 
hire her. 

Many bookkeeping and accounting firms offer similar services. Once she figured out 
how to communicate the exact benefits of hiring her and how to express the true
value, the time had arrived for Jodie to shift away from hourly pricing to 
value pricing. 

We rolled up our sleeves to develop solution-focused service packages. This
restructure is fundamental for a value pricing model. 

Within 90 days, Jodie identified her ideal clients and a client attraction strategy. The 
new packages doubled her rates without working any additional hours. Since Jodie 
emphasized value, her clients happily paid her fees. And, they refer new clients to
her. Elevated self worth was a by-product. She dreamed about rising up as an
industry leader in her niche. Well, her persistence paid off. She’s now invited to
speak at accounting conferences, sharing her expertise. 

If you don’t define your destination, how do you know if you’ve arrived? Set aside
time to determine where you’re heading. Once that’s set, then it’s possible to fill in
the details. 
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It’s too hard. 
I’m not meant to do this. 
I don’t want to be salesy. 
I’ll lose clients if I raise my rates. 
The money isn’t important. 
My family is pressuring me to get a steady job with a regular paycheck and benefits. 
What will people think? 
I don’t want to appear greedy. 
I’m successful with what I’m doing. I don’t need to raise my rates. 

The X factor is your wild card. This either stops you dead in your tracks or keeps you
laser focused – no matter what. Why does one accounting firm excel while others
experience mediocre results? 

What’s your X factor? 

Our thoughts either spur us forward or hold us back. We create our own reality.
Where 
do you hold yourself back from raising your rates? 

Energy is a valuable resource. Attempting to control things beyond our actual
control is draining. Well, let’s shed the illusions which waste your time, energy and
finances. 
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Here’s a fact: 

You only control one thing: YOU! 

Focus your attention on what’s within your control. As a result, you’ll progress a lot 
faster toward growing a profitable accounting firm. 

So, what deserves your attention? 

1. Your actions, 
2. Your attitude. 
It’s simple! Really! 

My clients experience relief as they shift attention to the two areas within their control. 

They visibly relax, as if a huge weight had been lifted off their shoulders. 

Their actions now fully align with their intentions. Growing a profitable firm, without 
being a slave to their business, requires commitment. 

Let me clarify. When you’re interested, you opt for activities which are convenient and
within your skill set. Therefore, when challenges arise you delay or ignore the issue. You
prefer not to extend beyond your comfort zone. 

Now, what if you’re fully committed to growing your firm? Then you do whatever is 
necessary, no matter what. You’re prepared to challenge your limits. No excuses! 

Realize you only control your actions and your attitude. Release the illusion that you 
need to control others. It’s highly liberating! 

Here’s my promise to you! 

If you’re busy, and sacrifice other important parts of your life to make 
money, then you’re in the right place. Separating your fees from time is a MUST for 
accounting professionals who want to earn more without burning out. 

If you’re creating processes to expand your accounting practice, then you’re 
on the fast track! But if you’re overwhelmed and stressed out, then discover how to 
eliminate those obstacles. This will catapult your business. 
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Why listen to me? 
As a sports psychologist turned price and profit coach for 
accounting professionals, I consistently challenge my limits. 
The uncomfortable moments stretch my capabilities. 
I’ll admit I sometimes wonder how I will accomplish the 
next set of milestones. Fortunately, I trust my team to support 
my vision. Retreating from my mission - showing accounting 
professionals how to earn more without sacrificing your
personal life - is never an option. 

I am committed to upward growth. Here’s one critical factor which makes a
significant difference. I cultivated an inner circle of people who support me and my
vision. When I’m unsure about my next best move, I lean on my inner circle. 
Success is messy. My path is sprinkled with mistakes. And, I gain priceless insights
from those mistakes. By the way, the insights overflow into other parts of my life 
as well. 

Instead of perfection, I prefer excellence. I strive to be my best at all times. As a 
competitive rower I realized, If it’s uncomfortable, then I ought to be doing it. 
This singular insight encouraged me to challenge my limits. 

Two areas which I prioritize: my mindset and my vision. Maintaining focus, 
even when it is uncomfortable, is an advanced move. As you know, old habits 
easily resurface under pressure. 

The mental game strategies that athletes practice to reach the top also apply to 
bookkeeping and accounting firm owners. Defining desired outcomes keeps me
laser focused on my long, term vision. Even when it feels difficult, I prefer to
maintain momentum rather than stall. 
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If you plan to transition from technician to CEO of your accounting 
practice, this book will show you how to optimize your time and build a team so
you spend the majority of your time on higher level work. 

Throughout the book I share my personal success and experiences with you. You’ll
also find examples of accounting professionals who applied these very same
strategies so you can follow their lead. A firm of the future accomplishes two things.
First, you define the strengths of your firm. Next, you clarify the client experience. 
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My sports psychology training gave me the courage to override my doubts, fears,
and worries. As I mentioned before, only two things exist within my control - my
actions and my attitude. This insight was a game-changer. 

I made a commitment to dedicate the rest of my professional life to sharing ways to 
grow your accounting firm without being a slave to your business. 

My previous business led to burnout. When I shifted from sports psychology to
coaching accounting professionals, I never wanted to choose between my family
and my work again. Because of that, it’s no longer a compromise between business
and lifestyle. Both are possible. 

I have worked with thousands of private clients, spoken to groups around the
country, and have created the Raise Your Rates Formula™, a series of five vital steps
for accounting professionals to double your income while working half the time. 

My clients who follow this blueprint develop an accounting practice which supports 
their lifestyle. I want this for you, too! No bookkeeper or accounting professional 
needs to remain stuck or undervalue their services. I know it doesn’t have to be a 
struggle for change to occur. 

What makes me different from other price and profit coaches for 
bookkeepers and accounting professionals? 

My years as a practice owner, sports psychologist and athlete gave me insights into
how the top 1% approach success differently than everyone else. Working with
athletes and accounting professionals makes me uniquely qualified to assist you in
successfully developing your ideal accounting firm. 

My purpose is to help you connect with your value, raise your rates and lighten your 
workload. From my work with high-ranking athletes, I developed the ability to swiftly 
identify the challenges which hinder progress. When we work closely together, I roll
up my sleeves to work with you on implementing the tactical steps which will
increase your revenues without adding to your workload. 
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Increased Income 
Work with High Value Clients 
Separate Your Fees from Time 
Lighten Your Workload 
Shift from Technician to CEO 

Shifting your focus away from the negative and toward the positive is easier than
most people realize. Progress often comes to a halt when you know what you want,
but you don’t know what to do. Since I’m a results-junkie, increasing your revenues
is not a long, drawn out process. 

Achieving success doesn’t have to be a struggle! 
My success rate is so impressive because I’m very selective about who my clients
are. I work only with growth minded bookkeepers and accounting professionals
who want to work with high value clients. 

These individuals take a no-excuses approach to doing whatever is necessary to 
transform their accounting practice. And if they’re stalled, then we work through
that challenge together. 

This is why I’m compelled to show you why strategy and action aren’t enough.
Mindset is the missing link to achieving success on your terms. 

Here’s what’s possible for you 

… if you follow the formula I share with you here. 

I’m pulling back the curtain to reveal the 5 powerful steps of my signature system,
Raise Your Rates Formula™. Then we’ll dive into the new model for growing a 
profitable accounting firm which supports your lifestyle. 

Ready to grow an accounting practice which supports you instead of drains
you? Then, let’s talk during a Path to Profits Strategy Session. We’ll explore if, and
how, I can help you increase your revenues and lighten your workload. 
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5 Critical Steps in The Raise Your Rates Formula™ 

With all things being equal, why do some bookkeepers and accounting professionals 
earn more than others? I’ve developed a specific blueprint which highlights 
your value. 

This blueprint offers you a competitive advantage. 
Your training gave you the necessary accounting skills. Mindset strategies reduce 
overwhelm, act on opportunities and gain confidence. The how-to steps combined
with mindset strategies grow your bank account. 

Pricing your services is one of the most uncomfortable decisions accounting 
professionals face. Increasing your rates requires courage, not confidence. 
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Step #1 – Define Your Ideal Client 

As you may already know, specialists out-earn generalists. Instead of attempting to
be all things to all people, you narrow who you serve and what you do for 
your clients. 

Three ways to define what you do and who you serve: 

1. Niche. You serve a specific industry. Here’s an example of niches my clients 
serve: attorneys, veterinary clinics, food trucks, expats who live outside the U.S, 
cannabis, adventure travel tourism. 

2. Specialty. Your accounting practice develops expertise in a specific area. One 
client who opened her practice last year decided to work with a variety of 
industries. Instead of a niche, her firm developed a specialty. Since she’s tech-
savvy, she researches industry specific apps for her clients. Once she installs 
them, this improves cash flow and efficiency for her clients. Another client 
specializes in family-owned businesses. He first worked in his parent’s firm and 
recently his parents joined his firm. With his firsthand experience, he 
understands the complexity of working with multiple partners/owners. 

Accounting Professionals and Bookkeepers: Get Paid What You’re Worth
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3. Specialty or a niche. Is there a specific problem in your niche which you expertly
solve? My client who specializes in food trucks provides them with insights to
increase profits by retaining employees longer, inventory control and effectively
managing cash flow. The bookkeeper whose niche is in adventure 
travel tourism shares how to increase the value of their clients and how to 
effectively manage cash flow during the off-season. 

Stop competing with other bookkeeping and accounting professionals. Instead, 
highlight the benefits a client receives when they work with you. Get crystal clear on
how your firm helps your clients achieve a specific outcome or result. 

Do you wonder how clients benefit from your services? 
Interview your clients. This exercise offers insights into why your clients choose to
work with your accounting firm. And, why they continue to stick around. 

The feedback your clients share is priceless. That’s because what your clients highly 
value differs from what you believe they value. 

If this interests you, then reach out to three of your ideal clients. Invite them to a
virtual meeting where you plan to ask a couple specific questions. Let them know to
schedule about 15 minutes for the conversation. Since they’re your best clients,
they’ll be happy to meet with you. 

Once you schedule these client meetings, prepare your questions. Ask each client
the same questions. 

First, warm up the conversation. Have them share how your services help them. 
Next, ask your insight questions. 

1. What challenge did they have when they first
contacted you? 

2. Why did they decide to hire you? 
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3. What’s the benefit of no longer having that challenge? 

4. What’s possible because the challenge no longer exists? 

5. What do they appreciate most about your services and your firm? 

Bonus question. Ask for any feedback which would improve your service. 
Remember to take detailed notes. Or, record the meeting and then transcribe it. 

Be prepared to listen. You want to capture their answers. Note the exact words or
phrases they use. 

As you review your notes, notice any patterns. Did you receive a lot of praise for a
specific report or service? 

The insights gained from this interview prepare you for the next step in this book – 
Communicate Your Value. 

Challenge activity: Do you want deeper insight into why your clients work with
your firm? If so, schedule client interviews with three of your ideal clients. 

During the meeting ask about the benefits they receive from your services. Note
how they phrase their problems and the benefits. Then, apply this to the next
section where you start to communicate your value. 
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Step #2 - Communicate Your Value 

Ever watch the movie Field of Dreams? Kevin Costner is instructed to build a
baseball field with a vision that the fans will come. It’s an ideal scenario. 

Most bookkeepers and accounting professionals want to make a difference for their 
clients. Your value, however, extends beyond the obvious. As mentioned before,
value is directly linked to solving a need. 

Let’s say you’re booked to meet with a client in San Francisco. You currently live in
New York. Your travel schedule is tight because you’re fitting this in between other
commitments. Flying with a specific airline or getting reward miles is not the most
critical detail.  

On time arrival at your destination is your primary concern. Of course, you want some
time to recover from jet lag and to prepare for your presentation. Since you’ve traveled
to San Francisco before, you already know the airport frequently has delays due to
weather and fog. 

Going online to book your own ticket is an option. The possible flight delays 
worry you. 
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You start to explore other options. 

Then you remember an associate who raves about her travel agent. You never 
considered a travel agent before. This time; however, you decide to ask for the
contact info to discover how it works. 

This specific travel agent serves busy business owners. During the conversation, she 
asked specific questions pertaining to your travel schedule and needs. As a result,
she immediately understood your time constraints. 

She is familiar with the San Francisco airport fog issues and which times of day to
avoid arriving. 

The concierge service includes a peace of mind guarantee. Access to her private cell 
phone number 24/7 let’s her manage any trip interruptions for you. In case of 
unexpected delays, she re-routes you. The peace of mind knowing she covers all the 
important trip details means a lot to you. 

After an initial conversation, you agree to let her handle all the travel arrangements.
Her concierge service arranges everything from door to door. All the time normally
spent figuring out best flights, hotels, and car service are included in her service
package. As a result, you freed up valuable time and eliminated headaches. 

Fast. Since she’s a professional travel agent, she’ll get your trip set up faster
than if you did it yourself. 

Easy. Her service handles everything from start to finish. All you need to do       
 is give her the specifics. 

Saves you money. With her subscriptions, she unlocks preferred rates. 

Makes you money. Since she takes the travel details off your plate, you use the
freed up time to work on your presentation and to schedule network meetings. 

Here’s the value she offers her clients: 

The peace of mind guarantee regarding any travel concerns sold you. Not only is
this easy, saving you time, your travel agent removes all the headaches. 
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Step #3 – Package Your Service to Earn More without Working More 

Earlier we discussed the difference between a niche and a specialty. Your niche 
communicates who you serve. Whereas, a specialty let’s potential clients know the 
specific problem you solve for them. 

A narrow focus raises your value and adds credibility. 
This positions you as an expert; it’s very client attractive. Now let’s separate your
fees from time. Instead of itemizing each task on an end of month invoice, package
your services together. When you bundle your services into packages, it’s possible to
double, or even triple, your rates. 

Your highest value lies in what you know; not what you do. I work closely with my 
clients to transition their accounting firm from ala-carte services, and an hourly rate,
to value packages. Clients happily pay your fees when they entrust you with their 
financials. 

With this in mind, clients invest in outcomes and benefits. Interviewing your clients 
gave you these insights. 
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The tasks you perform matter more to you than to your clients. Don’t overwhelm
your clients with too much detail about the functions you offer. Do so and your
client’s eyes start to glaze over. 

Your packages solve a specific outcome. Instead of a single package, my clients
develop three package options. 

Research into neuroscience claims people make decisions by comparing options. It’s 
how our brain works. This means potential clients need to judge and compare
before deciding whether to hire you. 

With three package options they decide HOW to work with you. Whereas, a single 
option has them decide IF to work with you or choose a different accounting firm. 

At this point, you may wonder how to package your services into three separate 
packages. 

1. Define your ideal client and the specific problem you solve. 

2. List all the tasks you offer, including the ones you do for free because you don’t
know how to charge for them. 

3. Follow the lead of American Express, offering different tiers of access. They
realize not all members want the same level of service. Some choose the basic
green card; most members opt for the gold card. Elite members prefer the
concierge services that’s included in the black card membership. Each level of
membership caters to a specific type of client and their level of needs. 

4. Define the benefits of each package. Answer the question, what problem does
this 
package solve? Then determine which type of client is a great fit for a specific
package. 

My clients create silver, gold and diamond packages. What I’m sharing is exactly
what I do with my clients. I roll up my sleeves, and together, we create 
their packages. 
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Maybe you’ve been thinking about this for awhile. But, doubts and apprehension 
interfere. Resistance often stems from doing something new and different. 

Create Your Packages Template Link 

Challenge activity: Bundling your services into a package starts to separate your fees 
from time. Your clients invest in a solution, not your time. 

Each package serves a specific ideal client and that particular client’s needs. 
List all the services you offer. Include ALL the extras you give away because you
don’t know how to charge for it. Examples include resources, reports, consults,
advisory services, customer service, phone calls, etc. 

Some of these services may be primary, with several subservices tucked within it. 

Silver. Basic services for solo business owners or price sensitive clients. 

Gold. Clients in the growth phase. The majority of clients choose the                 
 gold package. 

Diamond. These clients have additional complexities or prefer a higher level of
access to you. 

Here’s a template you can model as you develop your packages. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Z1ZTdkelqdGUkqcsiPDfDuWZl7wq4oa83XuiY-TeNcA/edit#gid=0


Packages are tiered. The features from the silver package roll into the gold package.
Everything from the silver and the gold packages roll into the diamond package. 

Ready to get the help you need? Let’s talk during a complimentary Path to Profits
Strategy Session. We’ll see if, and how, my work is a fit for what you want to
accomplish. 

Step #4 – Separate Fees from Time 
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You gained specific skills from your education and training. Rarely do bookkeeping
and accounting programs prepare you to own a firm. As a result, you end up
winging the business side of things. You learn from trial and error, figuring things
out along the way. Charging for time is a common industry practice. How did you
decide on your rates? 

As a new firm owner, when starting out, maybe you first checked the going rate of
your peers. Then you set your rates somewhere between the highest and lowest
firms. This is similar to randomly picking a playing card out of the deck. With luck,
you picked the right rate. 

But what if there is a better way to price your services? Yes, the majority of
accounting professionals continue to charge an hourly rate. However, the billable
hour isn’t the best price strategy. 
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Charging for your time positions your service as a basic commodity. Now you’ve
boxed yourself in. Earlier I shared about neuroscience research and people’s need
to compare when making decisions. 

When you charge an hourly rate, your clients compare your rates to others. By
offering 3 package options, clients compare one option to the next. As a result, they
decide how to work with you instead of if to work with you. 

The billable hour, although still popular, is unfair to you and your clients. Here are
three reasons why charging for your time works against you. 
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Increase your client’s profit margin. 
Offer insights regarding the financials. 
Contribute to business growth. 

1. Experience. Your expertise gets overlooked. The more experience you gain,
the less time you require to complete your work. As you speed up, you earn less.
This means someone first starting out, who’s slower, may earn more than you for
similar work. 

2. Expense. Charging by the hour positions your services as a cost. Watching the
clock emphasizes time over expertise. Billing by the hour means your income
eventually maxes out since there are only so many hours in the day. I refer to this as
an upper limit challenge. The only way to earn more is to work more. 

3. Evolution. Technology continues to rapidly advance. As you replace manual tasks 
with apps, you require less time. An hourly rate penalizes efficiency. 

Here’s an advanced move. Position your services as an investment instead of an 
expense. Educate your clients about the benefits of hiring your firm. 

Focus on high value outcomes: 

This structure highlights your knowledge and skill set. Communicate the various 
benefits your clients receive when you focus on their financials. Clients who hire you
for results no longer watch the clock. Time becomes irrelevant. 
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Your expertise is a valuable resource. Value pricing honors your ability to achieve a 
specific outcome. Basically, clients realize what they gain from hiring you is greater
than the fees they pay for your services. 

Your clients benefit when you no longer charge for your time. 

1. Effective. Your clients seek long lasting results. Emphasize how your services
either solve a problem or advance toward a solution. This model applies to all
bookkeeping and accounting firms. 

2. Efficient. Speed has value. Your clients prefer a quick result instead of a long
drawn out process. They want to enjoy the benefits sooner instead of later. Once
you separate your fees from time, you’re incentivized to complete tasks faster. The
faster you go, the more profitable the work. 

Here’s the clincher, it’s possible to be efficient and not effective. You may be quick,
but if you’re quick at something which doesn’t achieve the desired result, then your
service doesn’t offer value. Your future growth is dependent on the results your
clients receive. 

Never compromise effectiveness for efficiency. 

Here’s what I mean. Sarah trained her team on how to use new software. And, she 
meticulously developed new procedures for her staff to follow. One of her
bookkeepers manages the books for her small business clients. Since Sarah gave
her a checklist and the detailed process, she assumed everything was being 
done correctly. 

Then she received a call from her top client questioning a recent report. She did
some forensic bookkeeping to discover a single step had been overlooked by her
assistant bookkeeper. A specific box wasn’t getting checked. As she opened other
client files, she realized those files share the same issue. 

Human error causes most accounting errors. She spent countless hours going back
to correct months of data on all her clients. 

So yes, her bookkeeper is fast and efficient. Since she was missing a specific step,
her work isn’t effective. She is fast at doing something wrong. That’s exactly why I’d
rather you emphasize effectiveness over efficiency. 
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When I work closely with accounting professionals, we identify your value. It’s easy
to overlook. That’s because these things come naturally and require little effort.

Your unique talents paired with the client experience are valuable. 
Next, we define your programs and services so they’re based upon results instead
of time. This sets you apart from other firms who offer a similar service. There’s a
bonus. 

Implementing this model increases your earning potential. 

 Here’s a hint to get you started right now. 
 

Your ideal client is either very similar to you or she’s the exact opposite of you
and desires to develop strengths similar to yours. 

 
Challenge activity: Ask yourself what changes for your clients when they use your 
services? 

As you go through the list consider time, money and emotions. How much time do
you free up for your clients? Does their efficiency improve? 

What about money? How do you save them money or show them how to increase
their profits? 

Don’t overlook emotion. How do your services increase peace of mind, reduce
stress and minimize frustration? 

Focus on what your client’s highly value. It’s time, money and emotion. What aha’s
are starting to appear? 
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Payroll 
Tax planning 
Monthly financial reports 
Account reconciliation 
Job costing 

 
Step #5 – Enroll New Ideal Clients without Selling 

Most bookkeepers and accounting professionals can quickly list their services.
 

These tasks and activities are known as features. They are important. However, they 
matter more to you than they do to your clients. 
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Increased profits 
Financial insights 
Improved cash flow 
Employee retention 
Business expansion 

Now step into your clients’ shoes. Consider your services from their perspective.
Clients work with your firm for a specific outcome or benefit. This answers the
question of what’s possible for them as a result of your services. 

Don’t skip over this part. Get equally comfortable with listing the outcomes or
benefits your clients receive. 

Your value rises when you connect your services to specific results. What you focus
on influences whether you get paid for value or end up negotiating your rates.

Therefore, structure your consultations so potential clients realize your value and
why they ought to engage your firm. 

The Value Conversation 

Your education didn’t teach you how to sell your services or enroll new clients. With
the consultation strategy my clients follow, ideal clients naturally ask how to get
started. 

Why is this important? When a potential client fails to realize your value, she raises 
objections to working with you. It’s that simple. 

Client-centered consultations, what I call value conversations, connect the dots
between what your client wants to achieve and your services. During a value
conversation, potential clients envision working with you. 

You’re not selling during the meeting - that’s the beauty of value conversations.

Because you ask great questions, your ideal client enrolls herself. 
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Don’t sell your services 

The issue of generalist versus specialist is a constant concern for some accounting 
professionals. Instead of going wide like a generalist, specialists go deep within a 
specific area of expertise. Since specialists gain extensive knowledge, they earn a
higher income than generalists. 

Emphasize your value to separate your firm from the competition. By doing this, you 
develop authority status. 

You’re experiencing it right now. This is exactly what I’m doing here. As I share the 
exact steps to separate your fees from time, you develop a clear vision of how I
work with accounting professionals to earn more while lightening their workload. 

The traditional consultation positions your service as a commodity, overlooking your 
value and expertise. As a result, you need to remain price competitive. 

Approach your consultations as a discovery process, not a sales process. Instead of
a pitch, you engage in a value conversation. This consultation system quickly
develops a connection and gains trust. 

Yes, potential clients consider hiring you during this meeting. Likewise, you decide 
whether you want to onboard her as a client. The initial consultation is a time for
both of you to decide whether you’re a good fit for one another. 

When meeting with someone for the first time, ask questions which illuminate your 
ideal client’s specific challenge. Develop specific questions which pinpoint her desire
for change. Then you’ll discover the exact change she’s seeking. Pay close attention
to the answers to reveal her core concerns. 

I teach accounting professionals to ask great questions which uncover a 
client’s business vision and how your services help them achieve that result. 
When you accomplish this, clients realize your full value. That’s when 
potential clients claim they feel seen and heard. 



Your challenge: Craft questions which focus on exposing the problem before you
offer a solution. Your client wants to discuss her challenges and concerns first. This
earns you the right to discuss your services. 

If you’re talking more than 30% of the time during a consultation, then you’re talking 
too much. Even if you’re ideally suited to help her out, she would fail to clearly
recognize your value. 

What are the exact challenges your ideal client wants to resolve (and you expertly 
solve)? What questions will uncover her core problem and the solution she’s
seeking? 

Discover your superpower 

Connect your value to your unique talents and gifts. My clients affectionately call
this their superpower. Your superpower separates you from other firms. 

Earlier you learned that your clients highly value four primary factors. How will your 
service make things easy, fast, save her money and make her money? Answer those 
questions, even if they aren’t asked, for your ideal client to realize your value. 
Mike, a tax professional, chose a niche in the wine industry. He gained specific
insight into their needs and challenges. Because of his expertise, his services
advanced beyond general tax advising. 

Together, we designed three different packages for his clients. The silver package
offers smaller wineries basic financials and tax preparation. The gold, 
or middle package, addresses the needs of growing wineries. 
The mature wineries with a robust business opt for his diamond 
package, which includes advisory and tax planning meetings. 

Wineries choose to work with his firm because he offers various 
packages which address their specific needs. First, a client chooses 
a package, and agrees to its scope. Next, the on-boarding process 
begins. By the way, clients pay in advance for his services. 
No more surprise bills at the end of each month. 
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Developing strategic referral partnerships. 
Expanding his recognition as an industry leader. 
Client advisory sessions to address financial and business challenges. 

The shift away from a billable hour to value pricing meant Mike’s firm no longer
chases money. Outstanding AR, and the time it required, is now eliminated. As a
result, his cash flows improved. 

Mike aggressively paid off credit card debt and purchased his office building. These 
milestones were accomplished in 8 months instead of 3 years. 

Mike positioned his firm as a business resource for his clients. Not only does he help 
them save money on their taxes, he advises them on how to strategically increase
their profits. On a regular basis, he meets with clients to discuss current business
challenges, financial forecasting and projected growth. 

His tax firm continues to grow. Because his accounting staff does the compliance
work, he’s not burnt out by the end of tax season. No more 50+ hour weeks
preparing taxes. 

Instead of spending countless hours working IN the business, Mike primarily works
ON the business. He shifted from a technician to the CEO role in his firm. 

His primary functions now include: 

Where are you working below your pay grade? 

The busywork you hold onto hinders your business growth. List all the lower-level
tasks which fill your calendar. Now, define all the higher-level activities which only
you can do. 

Ready to shift from technician to CEO in your practice? Gradually remove the lower-
level tasks from your workload. Tasks which feel like punishment, or a grind, get 
delegated first. 



Clients highly value these top 4 needs.
 
1. Easy. Can they easily achieve that result? 
2. Quick. How fast can it get done? 
3. Make money. Will your service help them to make money? 
4. Save money. How does your service help them to save money? 
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Would you like my help with doubling your income while working half the time?
Apply for a complimentary Path to Profits Strategy Session. 

Add someone to your team who enjoys doing the things you struggle with. As you
do so, you free up time for higher level activities. When you focus the majority of
your time on your superpowers, it’s easy, highly enjoyable and you feel as if you’re
being paid to play. 

Choose your destination 

If you don’t know your destination, how do you know if you’ve arrived? You need to 
know where you’re heading. Your vision includes metrics, activities and meaning. 

1. What are the numbers? 
2. How do you achieve those numbers? 
3. Why does this matter? 

The big picture strategy offers you the bird’s eye view. Your actions include needle 
moving activities along the way. Then there’s the X factor which influences how
quickly you implement. 

https://www.businesssuccesssolution.com/letstalk/
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Your challenge: Transform your initial consultation into a value conversation. Ask
great questions that connect the dots, showing clients how your service resolves
their business challenges. Consider the four needs listed above. 

How does your firm directly, or indirectly, resolve these needs? 

1. Easy. 
2. Quick. 
3. Makes money. 
4. Saves money. 

Formulate questions which address each of these needs. This is a process. As you 
discover the concerns of your ideal client, your consultation questions may change. 
(Hint: your ideal client is not everyone.) 

Follow this advanced move to get started: Interview your current ideal clients to 
discover their specific needs and biggest challenge. Ask them how you made a 
difference. Include questions which quantify your value. 
These steps increase your income while lightening your workload. Use this formula
to separate your fees from time. 

Focus on the value 

1. Personal value. You need to connect with the value you offer before you can 
expect clients to recognize your value. 

2. Value pricing. You earn more when you separate your fees from time. 

3. Value conversation. Ask great questions which uncover the needs of your 
clients. Then ideal clients naturally ask how does that work? 

With time you’ll realize what was once difficult is now easy. 
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Whether you, or someone on your team, meet with potential clients, you’ll want a
system. Systems are your ticket to freedom. Because enrolling new clients is a
system, it’s something I can train your staff to do. 

How to optimize your resources is addressed in the next section as we discuss the
upper limit challenge. 

The Upper Limit Challenge 

This book started out with the Raise Your Rates Formula. 

Are you ready for an advanced move? Then let’s dive into the X factor. This section
reveals: 

Developing a profitable practice which doesn’t burn you out requires more 
than luck. 

Successful accounting firms protect two specific commodities, namely time 
and money. 

It’s a matter of strategically planning to optimize those resources. 
Wisely choose your best moves for growing a firm without draining your energy. By
the way, if you love to strategize but the follow through and systems bore you, then
honor your natural abilities. Develop a practice which highlights your strengths. 

The Value Formula 
Strategy + Actions + X = Income Growth 

Your Ideal Value Business Formula 
Time + Money + Energy + Mindset = Value Business 
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Let’s dive into each part of the formula. Then you’ll know exactly how to enjoy the
rewards of your accounting practice. 

Time – Find more time in your day 

You already realize the demands of owning and operating a bookkeeping or
accounting firm. It’s possible to increase your profits without ending up a slave to
your business. Your practice ought to support your lifestyle; not require you to
sacrifice your quality of life. 

5 Ways to Increase Your Efficiency: 

1. Create systems so you’re not continually reinventing the wheel. 
2. Find someone who loves to do the things that you struggle with. 
3. Automation. 
4. Block time. Take control of your agenda. 
5. Learn to say no. Earn to say “no”

 
School trained us to excel at everything. That approach; however, doesn’t apply in
the real world. As an accounting professional, your value rises when you narrow
your focus. 

As mentioned earlier, specialists earn more than generalists. You now have
permission to recognize your obstacles and challenges. 
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Sue and Alex are a married couple who own an accounting firm. Like many growth 
minded CPA’s, they possess high expectations. When we first met, they didn’t have
any staff. The two staff they did hire the previous tax season didn’t last. 

So, Sue and Alex worked 60 to 80 hours per week. The workload cut into family and
personal time. Since the practice required ongoing attention, they stopped doing
the things they loved most. Vacations, regular workouts and BBQs with friends had
come to a halt. 

With their current business model, growth was unthinkable. Even contemplating
that thought caused anxiety. There weren’t enough hours in the days for any 
new clients. 

Sue and Alex possessed an upper limit problem. Since they had maxed out their
time, they couldn’t increase their revenue. 

In less than fifteen minutes we developed a check list of specific basic tasks. Next,
they outlined the system for completing those tasks. Sue pushed back. She was
apprehensive about testing the plan. However, her desperation to relieve her
burnout took priority. Within 30 days, they hired 3 part-time contract workers. This
single strategic move freed up 20 hours per week for each of them. This broke the
glass ceiling for their income. Growth was once again possible. 

Sue and Alex’s firm recently hit $2,000,000 in revenue during the past 12 months. 
Currently their staff does the majority of the compliance work. They no longer dread
tax season. 

Travel and fun are once again scheduled into their calendar. They admit their best 
business ideas happen while relaxing on the beach. Imagine how this has changed
their life! 

With this new model firmly in place, they wonder why it took them so long. Because
Sue and Alex were in the problem, they were unable to visualize the solution. Like
many firm owners, they were the bottleneck which hindered growth. 

As a result, they couldn’t resolve this on their own. Continuing with the status quo 
increased their frustration, ate up their precious time and limited their income.



Once we revealed the solution, without sacrificing their standards, they were eager
to follow through. 

Resistance is often misunderstood. You want to resolve the issue. But when 
you don’t know how to do it in a way which feels genuine and authentic for 
you, then resistance appears. The solution is coachable.
 
Money – The truth about money 

Money is neither good nor evil; it’s neutral. It’s a form of exchange and currency.
Your values and beliefs influence your relationship with money. 

Are you satisfied with your revenue? Beliefs and values often conflict with your
desire for more revenue and success. 

Money issues are typically clues of an inner struggle. When your beliefs are not
aligned with your stated goals, then acquiring more becomes difficult. 

Pricing. Do you compete with the low-cost leader? When was the last time you
raised your rates? Are your legacy clients still at their original rates? 

Offers. How well do you communicate your firm’s value and the benefits your
clients enjoy? 

Sales. During initial consultations do you confidently discuss the money part?
Do you enjoy the connection part, but hate to sell? 

Your self-worth influences your entire business. 

Traditionally, firm owners start out trading dollars for hours. An hourly rate,
however, limits your earning potential since time is finite. You can only work so
many hours before it takes a toll. 
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Your services can be delivered in three different ways. 

1. Privately. Working with one client at a time. 
2. Leveraged. Working with a group of clients at one time. 
3. Passive. Clients follow your process without any direct access to you.

As you know, time is a commodity. You set your rates according to how much access
a client has to you. Private consultations and advisory services have the 
highest value. 

Your expertise is often overlooked or minimized. When that occurs you either 
undercharge or fail to charge for advisory services. 

Raising your rates can be uncomfortable the first time around. All the doubts, fears
and worries about whether you’ll lose clients because your fees are too high will
surface. I know; I’ve been there, too. 

My highest paying clients are my best clients. High value clients recognize the value
of your services. Plus, there’s something about having skin in the game. These
clients achieve better results since they’re fully committed. 

I’m speaking from personal experience. Working with a business coach and 
participating in mastermind groups is something I continue to do. I pass forward to
my clients the insights I gain from my mentors. 

Growth minded accounting professionals realize there’s always room for
improvement. 

It’s an evolution; not a destination. 

I seek mastery. Masters, the individuals at the top of their field, are students first.
The best business investment you can make is in yourself. 

I partner with my clients; because I want them to succeed. We work through the 
resistance about raising their rates. What do you need to let go of in order to raise
your fees? Then we dive into the value pricing model so you stop trading dollars for
hours. 



Eliminate the activities which drain you. Arrange your services to optimize
your gifts and talents. Your highest value lies in your superpowers. When you
emphasize those things, you earn money doing activities you enjoy.

Remove the energy vampires. You know who those people are. Spending any
time with them is exhausting. 

Say what you mean. Don’t say yes when you really mean no. You overextend
yourself when you agree to every request. The procrastination and resentment
which follow indicate you’re acting out of integrity. 

It’s important to fully own your value and communicate the benefits clients enjoy
when they work with your firm. Our aim is to double your income working half the
hours. Imagine earning 2X to 3X’s more without working any additional hours. How
would the increased cash flow change things for you? 

Energy – It’s a highly valuable resource 

Some people are more energy sensitive than others. Identify what energizes you
and what leaves you exhausted. This includes people, spaces and tasks. 

Establish boundaries and protocols. You are in charge of where your energy goes,
even when you face challenges beyond your control. If you don’t take charge of your 
circumstances, then your circumstances take charge of you. 

Three critical boundaries which take care of you: 

When I first met Sarah, a bookkeeper who is on a mission to raise the professional 
standard of bookkeeping, she was in survival mode. The vision of her ideal firm had 
gradually faded away. As a people pleaser, Sarah caved into the pressures of those 
around her. Lack of confidence caused her to stray from her ideal business. 
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Sarah had hit her wall; she was exhausted. The daily grind caused life to become
rather vanilla. Rekindling her purpose was our highest priority. As a solo
bookkeeper, she realized reclaiming her vision was a necessary survival move. She
just didn’t know how to accomplish this on her own. 

Working 60+ hours per week was more than what she originally signed on for. 
Regaining control of her schedule topped the agenda. 

Strategically we created block time which cut her work hours in half. Stacking client 
appointments together optimized her time. Her workflow and efficiency improved 
without compromising quality. 

Rejuvenation was next on Sarah’s list. As her efficiency increased, she freed up time
for fun activities. Sarah re-affirmed the importance of self-care. Exercising regularly, 
traveling and reigniting her marriage topped the list. 

Next, we packaged her services and raised her fees. Instead of getting paid for time,
she charged for value. Sarah savored the ability to raise her income without working 
additional hours. 

Here’s what happened. Within the first 90 days of working together, Sarah added
$3000 monthly recurring revenue. She went from working 5 days to 3 days per week
and her income increased. 

Originally, Sarah feared turning away clients. We evaluated the emotional and
financial cost of working with headache and price sensitive clients. 

Some of her legacy clients fit that description. I coached her on how to let them go 
without burning bridges. Although doing so felt difficult, she was relieved to no
longer work with them. 



Sarah now cherry picks her clients. She only accepts ideal clients and happily passes
non-ideal clients to other bookkeepers within her network. The adjustments to her
bookkeeping practice raised her quality of life. 

Sarah desires regular getaways and adventures. Her calendar now allows her to
travel for extended weekends every 90 days. In between trips, she trains for
challenging marathons. She traded her vanilla, bland routine for a profitable
practice and enriching experiences. 

By the way, Sarah and her husband are working on their relationship once again.

That’s an added bonus. She claims our work together has contributed to making this
the best year of my adult life! 

Sarah renewed her love for bookkeeping. Raising the standard for bookkeepers is
her new mission. The strategy we recently laid out to achieve her vision would once
again double her income without any additional time spent working. 

Mindset – Step up or hold back 

My experience from working with growth minded accounting professionals and 
competitive athletes reinforces the importance of mindset. Firm leaders and
champion athletes approach success differently than their peers. 

Many accounting professionals know what they want. Specific factors; however,
hinder them from taking action. Overthinking and not knowing how to achieve what
you want ranks among the most common hurdles. 

Now the steps to achieve what you want are easily available on the internet. It’s
evidence that strategy and tactics aren’t enough for growing a highly profitable firm
which doesn’t overtake your quality of life. 
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Raising your rates. 
Communicating your value. 
Confidently enrolling new clients who happily pay your fees. 
Letting go of headache clients. 
Earning more as you lighten your workload. 

Confidence is overrated 

You’ve already experienced moments when an opportunity appeared and you
lacked confidence. Seeking confidence is the proverbial chicken and egg dilemma. 

Review your progress from when you started to now. As you do so, notice how
success raises your confidence. 

On the other hand, confidence is not always available as you seek to grow your firm. 
When this occurs, you find yourself in a highly frustrating loop. 

I realize my clients are busy people. They’ve been considering change long enough. 
That’s exactly why I roll up my sleeves to work along with my clients. 

Yes, I do the work with them. As a results junkie, I want my clients to achieve results 
sooner than later. Because we do the work together, they often see a return on
their coaching investment as quickly as 30 to 90 days. 

Self-doubt does not discriminate 

Accounting professionals at all levels of growth experience self-doubt. When you
allow opportunities to pass you by, then you wonder what if... 

I’m here to champion for you. It’s possible to crack the code as you leap forward
with your accounting firm. 

Imagine finally taking action on the things you’ve been tolerating for too long. 
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What’s the secret? Pursue your dream, and take charge of your practice, even if
you’re not fully confident. Choose to boldly take your next best move despite
wavering confidence. 

Courage is the solution 

Do what’s necessary, although it challenges your comfort zone. 

Yes, fear, worry or doubt will continue to surface. It’s a sign that you’re stretching 
beyond your current capabilities. 

A part of you may want to retreat; returning to your comfort zone. Don’t cave into
this desire. Instead, choose a different response. 

Courage drives you forward. It motivates you to rise up to the challenge despite 
wavering confidence. 

Confidence isn’t required to succeed, yet courage is. 

Here’s the COURAGE framework to take charge of your firm’s path. 

1. Check in. A quick reality check allows you to regain perspective when doubt and
fear arise. Are your concerns based upon real, actual danger? Or, is this a rerun of
an old familiar pattern? Do these thoughts still work for you? 

2. Oust the negative self-talk. Doubt is rarely based upon reality or logic. Any 
negative self-talk, which I call the inner critic, triggers a well-worn story. Yes, this is a 
familiar perspective. With deeper reflection, you may notice a pattern. Gain
awareness about alternative points of view which exist. 

3. Unity. You’re not the only one who experiences apprehension. The accounting 
professionals I work closely with participate in a mastermind community. This
exclusive virtual meeting offers a safe place to express concerns without judgment.
Join a group of growth minded accounting professionals who are learning to run
their firms instead of allowing their firms to run them. 



Decide to remain in your comfort zone and step away from your dream. 
Lower your expectations. 
Choose a new response. 

4. Recognize the options 

Only 3 responses exist. 

1.
2.
3.

5. Attitude adjustment. Choosing courage is not the easy choice. As an athlete and
business owner, the decision to excel beyond my comfort zone was a game
changer. That’s when I realized if it is uncomfortable, then I must do it. 

6. Go for it. If not now, then when? Switch focus from the end result to the here and
now. Notice what is possible right now. All you need to do is focus on the first action
step. Keep it simple. Choose the easiest move which gets the best results. 

7. Expand beyond the comfort zone. Success requires personal development. As
your accounting practice grows, so do you. Who you are today is different than who
you’ll become as your firm develops. 

Courage gets results 

Courage leads to results, even when confidence remains absent. Consider it like a 
muscle which you seek to strengthen. Following through with uncomfortable actions 
builds, and strengthens, your muscle. Courageous actions lead to more courageous 
actions. 

Accessing courage feels easier when your crystal clear about your vision. The
courage to pursue a big challenge stems from within you. Internal shifts occur when
meaning and purpose fuel you forward. 

Courage, unlike confidence, means you stand up, brush yourself off and continue
on your path when things fail to go as planned. Remember - you already possess
everything to overcome your current challenge. Desire and passion fire you up to
tackle challenges. 

Especially, when you’re uncomfortable and it’s inconvenient. 
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Now that you’ve got the formula, it’s time to get moving. 

Action – Discover your best next move 

Steady consistent action steps are preferable to bursts of action followed by
inactivity. 

This is the marathon versus the sprint analogy. Consistent actions enable you to
develop a profitable accounting firm which deeply serves your clients without
becoming a slave to your firm. 

Define your starting point. Then, consistently take the next step. A 1% gain each day 
over the course of 20 days improves your results by double. That’s the marathon 
approach. 

Implement daily and weekly action steps. It’s the quickest way to grow an
accounting firm you love. This is similar to the theory of compounding interest.

Consistent, regular deposits lead to wealth faster than starts and stops. 

This is true for me, too. I achieve more, and at an accelerated rate, when I work
closely with a business coach. My bookkeeper noticed how my income significantly
increases when participating in my business coach’s mastermind program. 

Accountability is one reason. The real value is access to a trusted resource and
peers who are on a similar growth path. Struggling with unanswered questions
costs time, frustration and money. As challenges arise, I desire insights. Getting out
of my own way allows me to maintain momentum. 

You now possess the formula to earn more while lightening your workload. Follow
this to increase your revenue and uplevel your quality of life. 



Define your value. 
Clarify the solution your client desires. 
Implement an initial consult system where you extend an invitation instead of
pitch a sale. 

Discover exactly how to increase your revenues; 
Create a clear plan to grow your firm to the next level; 
The one simple step to immediately get into action! 
Discuss if and how working together may serve you 

Leap your firm forward by following these key, critical elements. 

Start now by returning to page one. Follow each step in the simple formula which
I’ve outlined. Then enjoy growing your bank account without working additional
hours. 

Or, connect with me to figure out your best next move. 

Yes, I’m offering a private Path to Profits Strategy Session because if you’ve gotten
this far in the book, then it’s obvious you’re committed to accelerating your firm’s
growth. 

Here’s what to expect during our private, dedicated conversation: 

Well, that’s it! Thank you for reading all the way through. 

My mission is to inspire you to grow a profitable accounting firm without sacrificing 
other parts of your life. Yes, advancing your firm requires hard work. Sometimes it’s 
difficult. Many quit too soon, walking away from their ideal business. 
I encourage you to take charge of your firm; don’t hold yourself back. Accounting 
professionals feel more engaged and energized when they stretch their current 
capabilities. As you grow, so does your firm. 

When you consistently show up and do your best, then no matter what outcome 
happens, you’ll never have regrets or end up burdened wondering what if… 

If you’re inspired to reach out, then let’s talk during a complimentary Path to
Profits Strategy Session. We’ll discover your best next move. 
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Let’s celebrate your success! 
Warmly, 

Loren Fogelman, M.Ed. 
Your Price and Profit Coach 

What people are saying… 

Doubled my net income 

After the previous tax season, my business had stalled. I was putting in long 
hours without any additional profit. 

I remember that I felt like I only had enough money to pay off some debt or 
put a down payment on my office building; I am happy to say that I doubled 
my net income and was able to do both, and now I am getting ready to start 
a remodel. 

Currently, my business is unrecognizable to what it was before Loren’s 
coaching. My team has grown, I only work with ideal clients and now I’m a 
recognized expert in my specialty. 

Justin Botillier* 
Calyx CPA 

Debt FREE 

Getting out of debt and buying a house seemed like pie in the sky things. 
Well, I bought my first home 5 months ago and within the next couple of 
months I will be out of credit card debt and my car will be paid off. 

This program far exceeded my expectations! 

Laine Proctor* 
The QuickBooks Doctor 
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Increased minimum monthly fees 4X’s 

The first three years in business I found myself working too many hours and 
struggling financially. The hours I worked weren’t reflected in my bank 
balance 

I wasted a lot of energy being scared about increasing my fees. I thought I’d 
lose clients or they’d feel I was greedy. Once I followed the Profitable 
Cleanup Formula, it worked beautifully. I raised my fees and didn’t lose any 
clients. 

I now choose who works with me, have cut back to 3 days per week and 
watched my revenues increase. 

Reanna Ritter* 
Ritter Accounting & Consulting 

No longer give my services away for free! 

I now have my dream tax practice 
From 72-hour weeks to 32-hour weeks during tax season 
Last tax season I worked 12-hour days / 7 days per week. 
Following the Ultimate Pricing Formula, I delegate almost everything now. 
I try to delegate 100%, but sometimes it’s only 90. 
This tax season, I’m working 6–8-hour days / 4 days per week. 
Friday’s, I go out and play golf. 

Susan Tinel* 
April 15 Taxes Inc. 
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Business growth: home office to executive suite 

When I first met Loren my office was in my home - I didn't take my work as 
seriously as I should - seeing it more as a hobby than a true profession. 

Procrastination sidetracked me. Loren’s support contributed to significant 
business growth, taking action instead of making excuses. As a result, I now 
have a business partner and moved into an executive office suite. 
I cannot even believe that all this has happened. Loren and the mastermind 
group helped me stay focused on what I needed to be successful. 

Robin Brown* 
Aspire Accounting 

Converted 100% of her current clients to her new rates 

 I’m just one year in business. However, I knew the challenges and pitfalls of 
pricing, and needed guidance. 

I knew myself to know I needed someone to hold me accountable as I 
transitioned to value pricing. 

With new clients, I now price myself based on the value I plan to deliver. 
And, have the confidence to discuss out of scope projects and the costs. 

I easily recovered the financial investment made to work with Loren. 

Jen Fery* 
Lumos Accounting 
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*Results may vary from person to person. 

Still reading? It’s your turn to take action now!! 
 

If you’re ready to take your accounting practice to the next level, then
let’s talk during a complimentary Path to Profits Strategy Session. 
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